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Krueger HVAC: Since 1948, Krueger HVAC has been a market-leading manufacturer of air distribution products, delivering quality, innovative solutions and providing first-class customer service to the HVAC industry.

Twin City Fans & Blowers: An industry leading designer that offers centrifugal fans and blowers, axial fans, and power roof ventilators.

Air Balance: Fire and smoke dampers (UL Life Safety Products), control dampers, louvers, equipment rails, gravity vents and rooftop ventilation penthouses. A Mestek Company.

Big Ass Fans: The world’s leading researcher, designer and manufacturer of HVLS (High Volume Low Speed) fans focused on delivering purpose-built, cost-effective, energy-efficient commercial & industrial comfort solutions.

American ALDES: Airflow & zone controls featuring Constant Airflow Regulators (CAR), dryer venting, roofcaps, wall hoods, and In-line duct fans.

Superior Radiant Products: An industry leader in the design and manufacture of energy efficient infrared heating solutions. SRP offers a complete range of gas fired low and high intensity infrared heaters for industrial, commercial, and agricultural applications.

KE Fibertec: KE Fibertec North America Inc designs and sells textile ventilation systems for draft free air distribution in all types of rooms and applications.

**AQC**: Leading-edge, high-performance manufacturer of industrial dust collectors, as well as fume, smoke and particle control, capture and extraction equipment.

**Halton**: Specializes in indoor climate and indoor environment products, services and solutions. Halton’s aim is to create comfortable and safe indoor environments that have energy-efficient and sustainable life cycles.

**Apreco**: Market leader in innovative design and supply of Air Pressure Control Vents and Stabilizers. HTS is the exclusive North American representative.

**Sterling**: Sterling has been a major producer of CSA certified gas fired and hydronic unit heaters for over 40 years.

**Broan**: America’s leading brand of residential ventilation products including range hoods, ventilation fans, fresh air systems, whole-house fans and attic ventilators. Widely used in commercial applications.

**Captiveaire**: Commercial kitchen ventilation, electrical controls and makeup air solutions.

**Neptronic**: With an emphasis on innovative thinking and design, Neptronic manufacturers actuators, controls, actuated valves, humidifiers and duct heaters.

**Qmark/Marley/Berko**: Electric unit, wall, baseboard, ceiling, and convection heaters, air curtains, and circulation fans.

**Airius**: Destratification fans featuring “The Air Pear” hanging fan, Q-series & Designer series hanging fans, and suspended acoustic ceiling fans available in a 2x2 ceiling tile configuration.

**Mars**: Air curtains engineered to support healthy environments and reduce energy consumption. Heated and non-heated models. “At Mars, Atmosphere is Everything”

**Plasticair**: Industrial Quality Manufacturer providing Solutions for challenging Corrosive Ventilation requirements.

**Dunn Manufacturing**: Custom sheet metal manufacturer of GRD accessories, including square to rounds, round to rounds and rectangle to rounds.
**Hart & Cooley:** Comprehensive products including residential and commercial grilles, registers, and diffusers. “Hart & Cooley: Install Confidence”

**Joe Fly Filters:** Air filtration including pleated, media, pleats, MERV rated, and HEPA filters with custom filter housings, accessories, and clips.

**Kees:** Security grilles, grates and architectural decorative grilles. “Kees: Bending Metal. Sculpting Air.”

**Milcor:** Access doors, roof access hatches, heat and smoke vents, floor and sidewalk doors.

**Raymon:** Diffusers, grilles, plenums, sheetmetal accessories, and plaster frames.

**Ventaire:** Since 1984, Ventaire has designed and manufactured source capture ventilation systems and components for extracting noxious fumes and gases in commercial and industrial applications.

**Thybar:** Roof curbs, curb adapters, equipment mounting supports, and rooftop accessories.

**Tjernlund:** Draft, combustion air, and ventilation products.

**Triatek:** Offers a complete line of building control products, including lab exhaust valves, that seamlessly integrate with most building automation systems.

**TROX:** Worldwide industry leader of innovative air distribution solutions including underfloor and swirl diffusers.

**United Enertech:** Louvers, fire and smoke dampers, balancing and regulating dampers, drop box and plenum diffusers. “United Enertech: Unrivaled Quality and Service”

**US Draft:** Delivers pioneering technology for the chimney and venting industry by bringing the solutions necessary for safe, code-compliant design while simultaneously supplying low maintenance, dependable products.
HTS APG
We distribute everything from grilles, registers, diffusers to VAV and FPB terminal units, high quality commercial fans, to textile ventilation systems, automatic flow regulators, chilled beams, dust collectors, and duct heaters - to name a few. We do all of this while making your life easier by providing quality service through accurate equipment selection and estimation, thorough project management, and offering on-going training at our facilities.

HTS Service
We provide service, repair and replacement for all commercial HVAC systems.

HTS BAS
Our full-scale Building Automation Systems department provides a seamless integrated solution for diverse systems and devices – regardless of the manufacturer or communication protocol.

HTS Parts
As the official Daikin OEM Parts Distributor, we offer competitive pricing and we provide timely solutions for all of your parts and aftermarket needs.